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Marshall Electronics New Wireless Division Introduces Its First
Products for Professional Broadcast and A/V Applications
Marshall’s first wireless products include wireless camera-top monitors and a belt pack
audio system.
El Segundo, CA (March 21, 2013) - Marshall Electronics announced today that its newly
formed Wireless Division is developing a number of solutions for professional broadcast,
audio, and video applications.
Marshall Electronics' new Wireless HDMI transmitter/receiver system brings together its
industry-leading audio with its new cutting-edge video technology for remote DSLR
monitoring and audio-visual solutions. The system’s range of 300ft. improves the limited
HDMI cable distance up to 10 times. The 300ft range does not require a direct line of
sight.
The Wireless Monitor System is available with the V-LCD70MDW 7” camera-top field
monitor or V-LCD90MDW 9” camera-top field monitor. With each monitor, the user has
the choice of two wireless receiver battery mounting plates: the V-ABR when using
Anton-Bauer batteries or the V-VMR when using the IDX style V-Mount batteries.
A third receiver option is the VWHR, a standalone receiver that can be used with any
monitor and a WHDI transmitter.
The monitors work with two available transmitters. The V-WHT-A stick transmitter
plugs directly into the camera and draws power from the camera’s HDMI port. The VMHT-B belt pack transmitter can use a variety of small DSLR or camcorder batteries.
In addition to wireless monitors, Marshall has released the FR-500WK Wireless
Professional Portable Audio System under the MXL brand. It is a belt pack system
consisting of a compact, battery-operated transmitter and a receiver with a unique built-in
speaker for extra versatility. The receiver is mountable directly onto a DSLR camera.
Marshall has started rolling out its first wireless products with the MXL FR-500WK. The
Wireless HDMI Monitors will follow later this year. The products will be on display at
NAB booth # C6519.

About Marshall Electronics
Marshall Electronics Inc. is a privately owned American company with four distinct
operating units: Professional Audio, Cable/Connector, Optical Systems, and
Broadcast/Multimedia Division. Marshall specializes in the development, manufacturing
and distribution of high tech electronic products used in a wide range of professional
applications. The Broadcast Division of Marshall Electronics supplies high quality LCD
monitors, IP security cameras and servers, distribution, and conversion solutions for
broadcasters around the world. Visit www.lcdracks.com for Marshall’s full line of
Broadcast products.
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